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Providing 
access for all

Ensuring effective 
mobility for all

Improving 
safety for all

Securing green 
mobility for all

THE CORNERSTONES OF 
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
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Green papers 2019 & 2020
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https://ramboll.com/-/media/files/rgr/documents/markets/transport/g/gender-and-mobility_report.pdf
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International research shows
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The Experts say

• Historical, cultural and structural gender 
inequalities influence men and women’s 
mobility patterns and mode choices

• Transport sector male dominated
• Gender data gap in transport sector
• Gender impact analysis of policies, plans 

and projects seldom carried out
• Transport systems and mobility solutions 

to a great extent unconsciously designed 
for male travel patterns, needs and 
preferences
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Existing data for walking
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• More women than men associate walking with “Active” (W: 64% / M: 57%)

• More men than women associate walking with “Slow” (W: 31% / M: 37%)

• Women and men both identifies “Weather conditions” as the main challenge for walking (W:52% / 
M: 48%)

• Women to a much greater extent than men identify “traveling with groceries and bags” (W: 40% / 
M: 28%) and “personal safety” (W: 37% / M: 31%) as a challenge and concern

• Women to a much greater extend associate walking with “Corona safe” (W: 42% / M: 31%)

Survey in with 3500 men and women in 7 capitals show
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Existing Data on cycling
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• About 2/3 of both men and women have access to a 
functional bicycle

• Men rate them selves more experienced cyclists

• Women to a greater extent than men associate cycling with 
“Sustainable”

• In Singapore and India cycling is associated with “Fun”

• Women to a greater extent than men identify “Traffic 
safety” as a concern related to cycling

• Women to a greater extend than men identify “Traveling 
with groceries and bags” as a challenge related to cycling
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Data collection and Survey in 7 capitals show
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• 40 women in 7 capitals

• Identical testimonials about…

• the strategies they have developed when 
walking and using public transport at 
night

• their fears and experiences of 
harassment

• how design of streets, stops and stations 
influences their feeling of safety and 
security

• the need for safe cycling infrastructure

• how cycling is empowering

• how technology makes transport and 
mobility easier and safer

Focus group interviews reveal
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• Include gender mainstreaming as a strategic approach for assessing the 
implications of any planned action, legislation, policy or programmes for 
both women and men in all areas and at all levels.

• Include collection and analysis of gender segregated data in planning 
and design.

• Study, analyse and include data on user-needs, challenges and concerns 
in planning and service-design. Only by understanding the needs of the 
citizens can we create truly equal transport systems and mobility 
services.

• Don’t victimize women but include safety and security in the design of 
the solutions – not as an addon to cater for women as a group with 
special needs, but as an integral part of the project or solution.

• Implement specific and targeted measures  to accommodate and include 
women on all levels in the transport sector. A better gender balance on 
all levels of the transport sector is a prerequisite for a more equal, safe, 
inclusive and sustainable transport and mobility.

Recommendations


